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Abstract
The current molecular diagnostic methods for detection of deadly pathogens within a population
can be time consuming and expensive. When surveying a population for the presence of a
disease, time is a valuable resource. Therefore, a rapid pathogen test to use in the field will allow
for faster detection of disease that can lead to determining a course of action for conservation of
a species. Ranavirus is a double-stranded DNA virus that can cause mass mortality events in
amphibian, reptile and fish populations. The disease can have the potential to wipe out entire
populations or species if not controlled, having a 90-100% mortality rate. Recent methods for the
development of rapid pathogen tests have involved target detection probes using aptamers (short
single stranded DNA) as molecular probes. Studies have shown that aptamers are more stable
and cost-efficient than antibodies, and are also easier to produce. The objective of this study was
to identify sequence motifs among aptamers that may make those aptamers more likely to bind
tightly and specifically to Ranavirus. These aptamers were previously identified using a SELEX
method, to select for aptamers that bind to both whole virus particles and the major capsid
protein of Ranavirus. The results of the present research demonstrated successful expression and
purification of FV-3 MCP, as well as the successful development of an EMSA screening
protocol to determine binding of DNA aptamers to FV-3 MCP. Furthermore, bioinformatic
analysis of DNA aptamers revealed reliable predicted aptamer secondary structures, indicating
that these aptamers may be good candidates for EMSA screening. Our research may thus
provide a better understanding of the specific sequence characteristics of aptamers with high
affinity and specificity for FV-3 major capsid protein; the selected aptamers might therefore be
used for the development of a rapid pathogen test that can be used in real-time in the field.
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Chapter 1: Prediction of Sequence Motifs Potentially Associated with Binding of Ranavirus
Major Capsid Protein
Introduction
Global warming due to anthropogenic activities has had overall devastating consequences
for our planet, and it is continuously threatening aquatic habitats, and ectothermic vertebrate
populations all over the world (Edholm and Grayfer, 2022) In addition to an overall decline in
biodiversity, increasing temperatures have also led to an emergence of novel and opportunistic
deadly pathogens that have been negatively affecting wild fish and amphibian populations, as
well as fish aquaculture (Edholm and Grayfer, 2022). Of the many existing deadly diseases that
threaten the global amphibian, reptile, and fish populations, pathogens within the Ranavirus
genus are of utmost concern. Ranaviruses, which belong to the family Iridoviridae, are a group of
double-stranded DNA viruses that cause systemic infections in poikilothermic animals. Clinical
field signs of disease within amphibian adults and larvae may include, but are not limited to, loss
of buoyancy, erratic swimming, swelling of the head, body, and legs, anorexia, skin ulcerations,
and external hemorrhages near the eyes, vent, gular region, abdomen, and legs (Bartlett et al.,
2021). Ranavirus is highly infectious, and can be transmitted through a multitude of ways that
include direct and indirect methods. Direct modes of transmission include skin-to-skin contact of
infected individuals, as well as consumption via predation, cannibalism, and necrophagy (Brenes
et al., 2014). Indirect modes of transmission can include water exposure that contain viral
particles, as well as the general environment, in which the Rv viral particles may persist in
aquatic environments via biological reservoirs or fomites (Brenes et al., 2014). Of the many
factors that may increase Ranavirus infections in wild populations, warm temperatures in mid-tolate summer seem to cause an increase in mortality events for late-stage tadpoles, as well as post-
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metamorphosis adults (Green et al., 2002). Additionally, in North America the majority of dieoff events for amphibians take place during the months of June through August (Brunner et al.,
2015). Because an increase in temperatures can promote an increase in Ranavirus infections,
global warming may exacerbate the prevalence of the disease, and therefore, have a more
predominant negative impact on herpetofauna populations.
Current molecular detection methods for identification of Ranavirus include PCR testing
and/or DNA sequencing (Monsen et al., 2013). The overall process begins with collecting tissue
samples of an organism in the field, followed by transport to the lab, extracting the DNA of the
samples, amplifying a fragment of the Ranavirus major capsid protein gene using specific
primers MCP4 and MCP5 (Mao et al., 1996) to perform traditional PCR and/or real-time PCR.
Following PCR amplification, detection of a Ranavirus-specific amplicon can be performed via
DNA gel electrophoresis. If successful amplification occurred during PCR, bands of the
appropriate molecular size on a gel may determine if Ranavirus is present in a sample.
Additionally, amplified Rv PCR amplicons may also be sequenced to confirm the presence of Rv
DNA (Monsen et al., 2013). Although these current molecular detection methods are quite
accurate at detecting Ranavirus in a sample, they are also time-consuming, considering how
long it can take to collect tissue samples, and then transport them to a lab to then perform
multiple molecular testing methods to confirm Rv prevalence. Rv is highly infectious, and can
spread across a population in a relatively short period of time. It has been shown that FV-3 viral
particles released in water by infected adults may infect adult and larval stages of Xenopus
within three hours of exposure (Robert et al., 2011). It is for this reason that time is of utmost
importance when determining the presence of Rv in a population. These testing methods are also
expensive – many of the experimental techniques that are performed in a lab require expensive
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equipment that may not be readily accessible to many institutions. In addition, the molecular
techniques involved in detecting the virus require specialized training that may not be easy to
come by. The lack of proper lab equipment to conduct the testing methods, as well as a lack of
specialized skills, may be a reason why Ranavirus has yet to be detected in certain parts of the
world. Currently Rv is present on every continent in the world except Antarctica according to the
Global Ranavirus Reporting System (GRRS) (Brunner et al., 2021). Although the current
molecular detection techniques represent tried and true methods to detect Ranavirus presence in
an organism and/or population, there are a multitude of reasons why they are not ideal.
Thus, there is a clear need for more efficient and quicker ways of detecting Ranavirus
presence in a population. DNA aptamers as molecular probes have been shown to be a more
stable alternative to using antibodies. Aptamers are synthetically generated oligonucleotides that
may be 15 – 100 nucleotides in length, and can fold into complex three-dimensional structures
comprising intricate hairpins and stem-loops (Yu et al., 2019). Aptamers also have high
specificity, in which they can bind to specific targets which make them powerful tools for
pathogen detection. They have some advantages over protein antibodies, such as having highly
flexible structures, short production time and relatively low production cost; they have a longer
shelf life, and have higher stability at room temperature (Sun and Zu, 2015). Antibodies on the
other hand take a longer time to produce and are generally more expensive, in addition to being
sensitive to temperature fluctuations (Sun and Zu, 2015). DNA aptamers have been shown to be
ideal molecular probes, and the long term goal of this research is to use them in a real-time, fieldbased rapid tests for the detection of Ranavirus. The objective for this study is to discover DNA
aptamers that bind to MCP of FV-3 with high specificity, based on how the aptamers fold into
their unique secondary structures according to their specific DNA sequence.
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Previous work by Allyssa Angel (Angel 2020) identified multiple aptamers from a
random aptamer library (TriLink) that are hypothesized to selectively bind to both Ranavirus
whole virus particles and the MCP. These aptamer sequences originated from the cross-reaction
Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) procedure which
involved generating DNA aptamers by selecting against purified MCP and intact Ranavirus
particles over a total of twelve rounds of selection. The objective of this dual selection was to
generate a bi-specific aptamer library that would recognize the purified GST-MCP and the virus
(Angel, 2020). The SELEX process created an enriched, randomized pool of aptamers by
allowing the aptamers and desired target to bind with increasing selection cycles. Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR) was used to reamplify each binding library. Next generation sequencing
(NGS) then analyzed about a half a million such selected aptamers at each selection step. A
successful SELEX process would thus be expected to yield a large number of sequences that are
repeated many times. However, and rather unexpectedly, these previous libraries only showed
the presence of sequences maximally repeated four times. These aptamers consisted of a variable
30 base internal sequence flanked by two constant regions: 5' TAG GGA AGA GAA GGA CAT
ATG AT [N30] TTG ACT AGT ACA TGA CCA CTT GA 3’. Any variable N30 sequence
that was found multiple times among these sequences was used in the analyses to identify
statistically significant sequence motifs that may contain commonalities among them by using
the web based program MEME Suite (meme-suite.org).
The main objective of this part of my research is to use a bioinformatic approach to
analyze the sequences of DNA aptamers that were previously selected and found to be present
either as either four or three times repeat copies. The goal is to detect potentially significant
motifs that may be common among purported aptamer binders. A second objective of my work
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is to achieve the successful expression and purification of Rv-MCP for the purpose of future
SELEX and DNA aptamer binding experiments.
Figure 1.1
The SELEX Cycle

SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment) begins with a random
DNA aptamer library that is used to start the SELEX cycle (top arrow entering cycle). The
aptamer library is then incubated with the desired target (top right blue arrow entering cycle)
before washing the target to eliminate unbound aptamers (right arrow exiting cycle). The bound
aptamers are then eluted and amplified by PCR until an exponential increase of specific binding
aptamers is achieved. The amplified aptamers will then be sequenced after approximately 12
SELEX cycles are carried out, which is typical of the SELEX process (left arrow exiting cycle).
(Kinghorn et al., 2017)
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Methods
Identification of Putative Binding Sequence Motifs in MEME Suite
MEME Suite analysis (Bailey et al., 2015) was conducted for the three generated NGS
libraries generated by Angel: S10, S11, and S12, concentrating only on their respective 3X and
4X repeated sequences. Additionally, a set of 97 sequences derived from cloned S12 amplicons
by manual sequencing were included (“Sanger sequences”). Forward DNA strand sequences
(reading 5’ to 3’) were entered into MEME Suite in FASTA format. The parameters for the
program were kept to default settings: motif discovery mode was set to ‘classic mode’, the
sequence alphabet was set to ‘DNA, RNA or protein’, the site distribution was set to ‘zero or one
occurrence per sequence (zoop)’, and the number of motifs MEME Suite could find was ‘3’. For
the advanced options in MEME Suite, the ‘search given strand only’ option was enabled to
ensure that motif sites can be found on only the entered DNA strand. After starting the MEME
search, the MEME HTML output was selected to view the discovered motifs, as well as the
associated E-values and consensus sequences. The motifs that showed statistically significant Evalues (less than 0.05) were selected for further analyses. The motif E-values are an estimate of
the expected number of motifs with the given log likelihood ratio (or higher), and with the same
width and site count, that can be found in a similarly sized set of random sequences (Bailey and
Elkan, 1994). The random sequences that are analyzed are sequences in which each position is
independent and the nucleotides are chosen according to the background nucleotide frequencies
(Bailey and Elkan, 1994). The motif logos, and motif consensus sequences were downloaded
onto Microsoft Excel. Consensus sequences are DNA, RNA or protein sequences that may be
related, or essentially contain the most common nucleotides or amino acid residues at each
position. For this research, consensus sequences were DNA sequences that contained the most
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common nucleotide at each position. Motif logos, in the simplest explanation, are graphical
representations of any aligned set of DNA, RNA or protein sequences. How logos are created
involves compiling information such as, the general consensus sequence, the order of prevalence
of DNA bases (or essentially the unique parts of a DNA sequence after removing the identical
parts) at every position, the amount of information present at every position in the sequence
(which is typically measured in ‘bits’), and an initiation point, cut point, or other significant
location (Schneider and Stephens, 1990).
Multiple Sequence Alignments of Consensus Sequences in EMBOSS MUSCLE
Statistically significant consensus sequences were aligned using the program EMBL-EBI
MUSCLE (www.ebi.ac.uk) in order to search for similar consensus sequences across all of the
significant motifs. Sequences were entered into the program and the default settings were kept.
In order to eliminate the gaps of DNA bases found within the aligned consensus sequences,
further multiple sequence alignments were performed by creating separate groupings of most
similar sequences. This approach allowed for further analysis of the separate groups to be better
visualized without gaps in the data. Figure 1.3 represents the first round of CLUSTAL multiple
sequence alignments.
Prediction of Aptamer 2D Structures in RNA Fold
Among the statistically significant motifs that were selected for multiple sequence
alignment, unique sequences were found to be represented by five different groups, as shown in
Fig. 1.3 and 1.8. The unique motifs amongst the library groupings were selected for RNA Fold
analysis to determine the potential 2-dimensional structure of the folded DNA aptamers.
Complete aptamer sequences, including the two constant regions and variable N30 region, were
uploaded to the RNA Fold WebServer (rna.tbi.univie.ac.at.). Within the ‘Fold algorithms and
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basic options’, parameters were selected for ‘minimum free energy (MFE) and partition
function’, as well as ‘avoid isolated base pairs’. In the ‘Advanced folding options’, the ‘dangling
energies on both sides of a helix in any case’ parameter was enabled, and the ‘Energy
Parameters’ were set to ‘DNA parameters’. Within the ‘Output options’, ‘interactive RNA
secondary structure plot’, ‘RNA secondary structure plots with reliability annotation (Partition
function folding only)’, and the ‘Mountain plot’ were all enabled before proceeding with the
analysis. The results for minimum free energy prediction, thermodynamic ensemble prediction,
and 2-dimensional graphical output of the MFE secondary structure, and centroid secondary
structure were compiled onto a table (Table 1.1) for future analysis.
Results & Discussion
Identification of Binding Sequence Motifs in MEME Suite
Aptamer DNA sequences were analyzed in MEME Suite, and 25 statistically significant
motifs were identified. E-Values that were ≤ 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant
suggesting a common pattern may be present. Motif logos can represent a variety of information.
When analyzing a logo, the x-axis represents the specific site or sequence position, and the yaxis represents the relative frequency of bases measured in bits from 0 to 2. Nucleotide bases at
each position are positioned in order of prevalence from top to bottom, with the highest
frequency base being on top of the stack (2 bits) (Schneider and Stephens, 1990). Furthermore,
individual nucleotides may be represented in various heights, or sizes, which demonstrate the
relative frequencies of the four bases at any particular position within the consensus sequence, as
depicted in Fig 1.1. If a base is relatively large (or tall) in comparison to other bases at the same
position, the frequency can be described as being high, whereas a base that is small (or short)
will have a low relative frequency (Schneider and Stephens, 1990). In other words, large
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nucleotide bases have a higher likelihood of being present at any particular position within a
consensus sequence.
Figure 1.2
MEME Suite analysis depicting a significant motif in the 3x repeat sequences within the S10
library.

Figure 1.2 represents a specific MEME Suite analysis of the S10 library with 3X repeats that
contains 86 individual DNA aptamer sequences. Multiple library combinations were entered into
the MEME Suite webserver tool to determine significant motifs, as shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1
MEME Suite analysis of aptamer library combinations.

Table 1.1 represents all of the DNA aptamer library combinations that were analyzed in
MEME Suite. There were three distinct DNA aptamer libraries that are represented as S10, S11,
and S12 that each contain 3X and 4X repeats. The first column represents the three main DNA
aptamer libraries (S10, S11, and S12) and the various combinations that were analyzed, the second
column represents the 3X and/or 4X repeats for each aptamer library combination, and the third
column represents the inclusion of the Sanger S12 DNA aptamer isolates (a total of 98 DNA
aptamer sequences). Each row of Table 1.1 represents the multiple combinations of aptamer
libraries that were entered into MEME Suite – a total of 23 combinations.
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MEME Suite reports an estimation of the statistical significance of each motif that is discovered,
which is typically represented with a motif E-value, and an estimation of how well each
occurrence matches the motif, which is represented by a site p-value (Bailey and Elken, 1994).
Each library analysis yielded three motifs (see Fig.1.2), and motif 1 appeared to always be
statistically significant with varying E-values less than 0.05. Within motif 1 there were 5 – 7
aligned sequence motif sites containing 21 positions, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Each sequence had its
own respective p-value which represents the probability of acquiring the same sequence as the
motif due to random chance if there were the same number of each base within the motif. A pvalue of 0.05 or lower is typically considered statistically significant (Bailey and Elken, 1994).
Each of the three motifs also contained their own respective motif DNA consensus sequences
(Fig. 1.2), however, because motif 1 was found to have the smallest E-value, that particular
consensus sequence was collected and compiled onto a separate Excel sheet for later analysis.
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Figure 1.3
MEME Suite Motif Locations.

A motif location diagram shows the position of each motif in relation to all of the other aptamers
analyzed by MEME Suite. Each individual DNA aptamer sequence that falls within its
discovered motif will be represented by a motif consensus sequence.
Figure 1.3 represents a diagram of motif sites depicting the inputted sequence name, pvalue, and motif locations for each specific sequence. The colored motif location boxes
demonstrate the position and strength of each motif site (Bailey and Elken, 1994). Each colored
box represents the three motifs: motif 1 is represented in red, motif 2 in blue, and motif 3 in
green. The heights of each box also represent the relative significance of the sites, i.e. tallest
boxes represent being more significant (Bailey and Elken, 1994).
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Multiple Sequence Alignments of Consensus Sequences in EMBOSS MUSCLE
Figure 1.4
CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment of all significant motif consensus sequences.

A multiple sequence alignment tool allows sequence data to be analyzed for any similarities
within the sequences. The alignment of each inputted significant motif is depicted by the most
similar consensus sequences being grouped together. The motifs labeled with ‘NS’ at the end of
the name represent a motif that does not contain the Sanger S12 whole library. A motif name
ending with ‘S’ does contain the Sanger S12 whole library, including a duplicated aptamer
sequence. A motif with the label, ‘WO_DUP’ contains the Sanger S12 whole library without the
duplicated aptamer sequence.
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Motif DNA consensus sequences were analyzed for sequence similarities amongst 25
significant motifs, as depicted in Figure 1.4. Due to the gaps located in the center of the
alignments, sequences were divided into most similar groupings, as indicated by the red brackets
in Fig. 1.4, to create separate multiple sequence alignment libraries. Five groups were found
amongst the 25 motifs to contain the most similar consensus sequences. The separate multiple
sequence alignments for the five groups are shown in Figures 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9.
MUSCLE alignments.
Table 1.2
IUPAC degeneracy codes. (Johnson, 2010)

The depicted degeneracy sequences on the multiple sequence alignments (Figures 1.4,
1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9), are represented by degeneracy nucleotide codes, according to Table
1.2. Each degeneracy nucleotide code on the IUPAC table represents a nucleotide base. For
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example, in a degenerate sequence, if a residue is shown as ‘R’, the potential nucleotide bases
will either be an ‘A’ or ‘G’ in that particular position. If an ‘N’ residue is present within a
sequence, the potential bases at that position may be any of the four nucleotide bases: adenine
(A), thymine (T), guanine (G), or cytosine (C).
Figure 1.5
Group 1 CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment.

Figure 1.6
Group 2 CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment.

23
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Figure 1.7
Group 3 CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment.

Figure 1.8
Group 4 CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment.

Figure 1.9
Group 5 CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment.

The represented consensus sequences on the multiple sequence alignments are
characterized with consensus symbols directly underneath each residue, as shown in Figures 1.5
– 1.9. An ‘*’ (asterisk) under a residue indicates that the single position is fully conserved, while
a ‘.’ (period), signifies conservation between groups of weakly similar properties, which has a
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roughly equivalent score of ≤ 0.05 and > 0 based on the Gonnet PAM 250 matrix (Madeira et al.,
2022). Based on the multiple sequence alignments of the five significant motifs groupings, it can
be seen that there are multiple fully conserved residues within the consensus sequences. There
were many similarities amongst the motif consensus sequences, therefore, select representatives
of each of the five groups were chosen to consolidate a library of the most unique DNA aptamer
sequences. From the 25 total consensus sequences, the variable aptamer N30 regions were
determined and compared to each other. Each significant motif contained 5 – 7 variable N30
nucleotide regions, or aptamers. Any replicate aptamers amongst the motifs were removed from
the consolidated list, as shown on Fig. 1.10.
Figure 1.10
Groups 1 – 5 significant motifs and their respective variable N30 regions.
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Fig. 1.10 demonstrates the significant motifs and their aptamer N30 regions with the
constant regions one and two, which are the forward and reverse primer sequences.
Representative N30 regions were chosen from each replicate found in the motifs, and were
compiled for later analysis. A total of 20 representative aptamers from the 3x and 4x repeated
pools, as well as three representative aptamers from the S10, S11, and S12 whole libraries (final
total = 23) were selected to determine the secondary structures on RNA Fold.
Prediction of Aptamer 2D Structures in RNA Fold
Representative DNA aptamers were analyzed for predicted secondary structure folding
patterns. Each DNA aptamer entered into the RNA Fold webserver was 76 nucleotides long,
composed of a common forward (23N) and reverse (23N) primer sequence flanking the initially
randomized central N30 DNA aptamer sequence. The RNA Fold analysis was split into two
main predictions: results for the minimum free energy (MFE) prediction (given in Kcal/mol), as
well as results for thermodynamic ensemble prediction (Kcal/mol). The MFE prediction is
represented as one single structure at its lowest energy, whereas, the thermodynamic ensemble
prediction is represented as multiple structures and their probabilities found from one single
sequence. Typically, the more negative the values for MFE minimum free energy, and
thermodynamic ensemble are, the more reliable the predictions will be (Gruber et al., 2008). In
addition, the webserver also shows graphical output representations of the secondary structures,
which are molecules that fold into stem-loop structures by base pairing to reach the lowest
energy state (Gruber et al., 2008). Inputting one single DNA sequence will yield multiple
combinations of secondary structures, however, there will be a single most optimal structure that
is most stable and probable, and an equilibrium will be reached between the folded and unfolded
molecules. The MFE structure of a DNA sequence is represented by the secondary structure that
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contributes a minimum of free energy, and the centroid secondary structure is the structure in the
entire structure ensemble that has the minimum total base-pair distance to the structures within
the set (Gruber et al., 2008). Essentially, when comparing the MFE and centroid secondary
structures a high similarity between the two structures indicates a reliable prediction. Table 1.3
represents the RNA Fold analysis for the first group of representative aptamers.
Table 1.3
RNA Fold analyses depicting secondary structures of statistically significant DNA aptamers.
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The individual DNA aptamer names are presented on the first column of Table 1.3. MFE and
centroid secondary structures are shown in the second and third columns, and the MFE minimum
free energy and thermodynamic ensemble values are in the fourth and fifth columns. Highlighted
DNA aptamers indicate the most similar MFE and Centroid folding patterns.
Predicted secondary structures were analyzed for 23 individual representative DNA
aptamers. Table 1.3 represents the RNA Fold analysis for group one DNA aptamers based on the
MUSCLE alignments previously performed. According to Table 1.3, the DNA aptamers
highlighted in yellow, 3-3-6.68s11k1, D3, and E1, are considered to be reliable predictions.
Columns two and three of Table 1.3 demonstrate the predicted MFE and centroid secondary
structures. Because the three highlighted DNA aptamers showed very similar MFE and Centroid
structures, it is believed that the structures for those aptamers have a higher probability of folding
into those predicted conformations. The numerical values for MFE minimum free energy
(Kcal/mol), and the thermodynamic ensemble (Kcal/mol) shown in columns four and five in
Table 1.3, are represented as negative values. The lower these values are for each DNA aptamer,
the higher the probability that the predicted secondary structure is accurately represented.
Predicted secondary structures for the representative DNA aptamers in the remaining groups 2 –
5, as well as the S10, S11, and S12 whole library motifs are shown in supplementary tables 2–6.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the 3x and 4x repeated sequences in the previously generated NGS
libraries S10, S11, and S12 were analyzed with MEME Suite to determine statistically
significant motifs. Based on the discovered significant motifs, consensus sequences were
consolidated and multiple sequence alignments revealed five groups containing most similar
sequences. Amongst the five groups of significant motifs, the N30 variable sequences were
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determined for each motif, and were further consolidated to isolate unique, representative DNA
aptamers in order to eliminate replicated sequences. From these representative DNA aptamers,
the predicted secondary structures were determined. According to the RNA Fold analyses of the
statistically significant motifs, and their respective DNA aptamers, out of the 23 predicted
secondary structures eight DNA aptamers showed to have more reliable secondary structures.
The DNA aptamers with the most reliable predicted secondary structures were: 3-3-6.68s11k1,
D3, E1, 3-3-8.48s10rr, E13, I4, H19, and E5. These particular DNA aptamers demonstrated the
most similar predicted MFE and centroid structures, indicating the reliability of the DNA
aptamer to fold into those specific conformations. Based on these results, these aptamers would
make good candidates for EMSA gel analysis to determine actual binding to MCP (see complete
RNA Fold analysis in supplementary table 1).
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Chapter 2: Expression and Purification of Ranavirus Major Capsid Protein and the
Development of an EMSA Protocol
Introduction
Ranavirus virions are approximately 120-350 nm in diameter, and have a major capsid
protein that can self-assemble to form an icosahedral capsid, in addition to also containing an
internal lipid membrane (uniprot.org). The MCP represents about 50% of the total virion protein
mass, and has a length of 463 amino acid bases (uniprot.org). Rv virions may be externally
enveloped depending on whether they budded from a cell membrane or were released by cell
lysis (expasy.org). The genome of FV-3 is linear and double stranded, consisting of a DNA
genome 150-170 kb in length. The genome can code for approximately 100 proteins
(expasy.org). Because the MCP of FV-3 represents a large portion of the virion, and it remains
relatively conserved, it represents an ideal target against which specific DNA aptamer probes can
be selected. I hypothesize that because of the large size of the MCP, there will most likely be
multiple binding sites on the protein. Furthermore, there is a high likelihood that multiple DNA
aptamers might recognize and bind to MCP. Based on the Rv virion structure, MCP can reside
just underneath the external membrane and surface proteins if the virus is enveloped. Although
an enveloped Rv virion may pose a potential problem for DNA aptamer detection of the MCP, in
a real world scenario it is predicted that Rv virions will be in multiple stages of decay in the
surrounding environment. Various fragments of Rv viral particles will most likely be present
within an infected organism or the surrounding water and soil, thus, the MCP will more than
likely be readily exposed for DNA aptamer detection if a rapid-test method were to be used in
real-time. When determining whether FV-3 MCP contains any conserved regions when
compared to other MCP of viruses within different genera of the Iridoviridae family, an amino
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acid alignment found that the percent identity of FV-3 to Wiseana iridescent virus (WIV) is 44%,
Giant seaperch Iridovirus (GIV) is 73%, Shrimp hemocyte iridescent virus (SHIV) is 37%, and
Lymphocystis disease virus 1 (LDV1) is 51% (see supplementary figures 1 – 4). The alignment
indicated that GIV shared multiple regions of high sequence identity to FV-3 in comparison to
other virus strains, which suggests that MCP remains relatively conserved between the two
genera of Iridoviridae viruses (pers. comm. Dr. Ueli Gubler).
In terms of determining if selected DNA aptamers may bind to MCP of Rv, an
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) can be used to demonstrate binding. EMSA is a
classical method used to detect DNA binding proteins by visually exhibiting the DNA-protein
complex migrate through a polyacrylamide or agarose gel more slowly than any unbound DNA
aptamers (Hellman and Fried, 2007). The objective of this assay will be to screen the previously
discovered significant DNA aptamers to determine if they indeed bind to recombinantly
expressed MCP of Ranavirus.
Methods
Expression of a GST-MCP fusion protein in E. coli
Expression of the Ranavirus FV-3 major capsid protein was performed by first cloning
the MCP gene with an N-terminal glutathione-S-transferase tag (GST-MCP) into the pGEX-6P-1
expression vector at the commercial facility (GeneWiz, South Plainfield, NJ). Expression of the
gene construct in BL21 E. coli cells was then carried out under the following conditions: A 10
mL starter culture in Luria broth (LB) with 100µg/mL of ampicillin, and a transformed single
colony was grown overnight for 16-18 hours at 37℃ at 225 RPM. A negative control starter
culture was also included under the same conditions without the transformed single colony. One
half of the volume of the starter culture was used to inoculate a 500 mL volume of LB in a 1 L
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flask containing 100µg/mL of ampicillin, and grown at 37℃ at 225 RPM to an optical density of
(OD600) of 0.6. The culture was then immediately removed from the shaking incubator to be
placed in an ice bath for 15 minutes. Protein expression was induced by adding IPTG to a final
concentration of 1mM. The culture was then returned to the shaking incubator for 18-20 hours at
20°C at 225 RPM. An OD600 reading was recorded after induction to determine the cell density
of the final expression culture, and the cells were then harvested by centrifuging using a
Beckman JA-10 centrifuge with a fixed angle rotor at 5,000 RPM for 15 minutes. The wet pellet
was collected into a clean, small zip-lock bag, the final volume was weighed in grams, and then
the harvested cells were stored at -80℃.
GST-MCP purification by glutathione affinity chromatography
From the expressed pellet the Recombinant Ranavirus FV-3 major capsid protein with an
N-terminal glutathione-S-transferase tag (GST-MCP) was purified by using affinity
chromatography using Glutathione Sepharose (GSH) 4B resin (GE Healthcare). During the
beginning steps of purification there were two methods implemented to lyse the bacterial cells,
and were later compared to determine better purified protein yield. The first method of wet pellet
resuspension used BPER lysis buffer (ThermoFisher cat. no. 78243) with 1mM DTT, 5mM
EDTA, 25 Units/mL of Benzonase, and protease inhibitor tablet (Fisher cat. No. A32963) to
resuspend 4 mL of buffer per gram of pellet into a 50 mL Falcon tube. The mixture was gently
homogenized without vortexing before continuing with centrifuging to separate out the soluble
protein fraction. The second lysing method that was performed used a sonicator to lyse the
bacterial cells. Approximately 2.40 grams of pellet were resuspended into ~10 mL of
resuspension buffer (1X PBS = 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 11.9 mM phosphate, 1mM DTT,
5mM EDTA, pH 7.4) in a 50 mL Falcon tube, equivalent to 5 mL resuspension buffer per gram
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of pellet weight. Protein degradation was prevented by the addition of protease inhibitor tablets
in the resuspension buffer (1 tablet per 50 mL of resuspension buffer). Once the wet pellet was
resuspended, the cells were lysed by sonication using a Q500 sonicator with a ⅛” diameter tip
performed at 25% amplitude, 10% duty (2 seconds on, 7 seconds off) cycle for 4 minutes. The
cell lysate remained on ice for 2 minutes before a second round of sonication for 4 minutes under
the same parameters. After sonication, the lysed cell suspension was centrifuged at 15,000 x g
for 5 minutes at 4℃ using the Beckman JA-17 fixed angle rotor to isolate the soluble protein
fraction. A GSH-resin equilibration was prepared for batch purification by mixing 2 mL 50%
slurry resin and the total volume of soluble protein. The protein/resin mixture was incubated in a
4℃ cold room for 1 hour while using a rotating wheel to allow for the GST proteins to bind to
the GSH resin slurry. The mixture was poured into a glass column with a three-way stopcock,
creating a 1 mL bed volume of GSH resin settled at the base of the column, and the soluble
protein on top. Without disturbing the resin, the column was gently washed with approximately
20-30 mL of cold 1X PBS (1 mM DTT, 5 mM EDTA, pH 7.4) wash buffer to remove all of the
non-GST proteins present in the column resin. One mL wash fractions were collected in 1.5 mL
Eppendorf tubes, and a Bradford quick-test was performed to assess the presence or absence of
protein. Bradford protein assays are a quick and efficient procedure used to qualitatively measure
the presence of a protein in solution. The assay is based on an absorbance shift of the dye
reagent, Coomassie brilliant blue G-250, and under acidic conditions the red form of the dye
transforms into its blue form when bound to a protein. If no protein is detected in a sample, the
solution will remain brown, and if protein is detected the solution will appear blue. The column
was then eluted with approximately 15 mL of elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 20 mM reduced
glutathione, 1 mM DTT, 5 mM EDTA, pH 8) to elute the GST-tagged proteins that were bound
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to the GSH resin, and elution fractions were collected in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. A Bradford
quick-test was performed to assess for the presence of protein. All elution fractions were pooled,
concentrated, and exchanged into 1X PBS using a spin concentrator (Fisher cat. no. PI88528)
with a MWCO of 10 kDa. The concentrated and purified GST-MCP was quantified by Nanodrop
A280, aliquoted, and then stored at -80℃ for future use.
SDS-PAGE detection of GST-MCP
The purity of the concentrated and purified GST-MCP was determined by 4-12% SDSPAGE. The samples that were analyzed included collected aliquots of the induced cell lysate,
wash fractions at the start and end of column washing, and the concentrated GST-MCP. The
samples were prepared in 0.6 mL Eppendorf tubes, consisting of 10 µL of each sample, 10 µL of
2X Laemmli Sample Buffer (BioRad), and 1 µL of 1 M DTT per sample to make a total volume
of 21 µL, and then heat shocked in a 90°C water bath for 5 minutes. A NuPAGE 4-12%, Bis
Tris, 1.0-1.5 mm protein gel cassette (Invitrogen) was placed into the One Mini Cell Novex
XCell Surelock gel electrophoresis device (ThermoFisher cat. no. EI0001) before being fully
submerged in cold running buffer (1X MES). A total volume of 20 µL of each sample was then
loaded into each gel lane alongside 5 µL of EZ-Run Prestained Rec Protein Ladder (Fisher
BioReagents). The gel box was connected to the power supply and run at 100 V for
approximately 40 minutes. Once completed, the polyacrylamide gel was removed from its
plastic casing and then stained with InstantBlue Coomassie Protein Stain (Novus Biologicals) for
approximately 24 hours before imaging the gel. After 24 hours of staining, the gel was rinsed
with MilliQ water before imaging with a camera on a mobile device (Google Pixel 3a).
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Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA)
The MCP binding assay was performed by first preparing 100 mL of 1X TBE buffer by
diluting 20 mL of 5X TBE buffer in 80 mL of water. In order to prepare the gel, 2.5 g of agarose
powder was weighed out and added to a microwave safe flask containing 100 mL of 1x TBE
buffer. The agarose powder was dissolved in 1x TBE buffer by microwaving the flask in 30 – 45
second intervals. The agarose solution was set aside to cool to roughly 50°C before adding 0.27
mL of 1M KCl and two drops of a 10mg/ml EtBr stock. The agarose solution was then poured
into a gel tray with a well comb in place and bubbles were carefully removed. The agarose was
set aside to cool at either 4°C for 10 – 15 minutes, or at room temperature for 20 – 30 minutes
until the gel was solidified.
Sample preparations began with denaturing the aptamer stock solutions of either the
human Thrombin positive control aptamer or purported Rv aptamers in a 95°C water bath for
five minutes before setting aside to cool to room temperature. The specific DNA aptamers used
for the EMSA gel were aptamers previously identified by Allyssa Angel to contain significant
MEME Suite motifs. These aptamers were utilized in EMSA assays to test for binding between
the aptamers and the purified MCP. Ten mL of 5X binding buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 25 mM KCl, pH=8.0) was prepared for sample preparations. One hundred
µM of denatured aptamer stock solution was diluted to a 10 µM working aptamer stock solution
by diluting 2 µL of aptamer stock into 18 µL MilliQ water. A volume of 5.71 µL of 10 µM
working stock solution was mixed with 14.29 µL of 5X binding buffer. The prepared aptamer
samples were then each combined with 3.5 µL of 2.857 µM of MCP and were left to incubate for
45 minutes at room temperature. Control samples (containing only aptamer and no protein) were
mixed with 3.5 µL MilliQ water in place of a protein sample, and left to incubate for 45 minutes
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at room temperature. After incubation, 2µL of 5X Orange G/TBE and 1 µL of MilliQ water was
added to each sample. The final sample volume equated to 10 µL, containing 1 µM aptamer,
1µM MCP or 1µM Human Thrombin (or an equivalent volume of water), 1x Orange G/TBE, in
1X binding buffer.
To the gel box now containing the solidified agarose gel, 1X TBE buffer with 2.7 mM
KCl was added into the gel box chamber ensuring that the buffer completely covered the gel. A
volume of 1µL of EtBr was added to each side of the gel box and gently mixed to distribute.
Samples were loaded into the wells of the agarose gel, with lane 1 being the Hi-Lo DNA ladder,
and the other lanes containing sample pairs representing samples with and without added protein.
The gel was then run at 60 V for one hour. After the running time, the agarose gel was removed
from the gel box chamber, and was imaged using UV light to determine fluorescence of the
samples, a ruler to determine the overall position of the bands, a Chroma filter and mobile
device. The gel was then placed in a large weigh boat and stained with approximately 40 mL of
Coomassie instant blue stain, covered with aluminum foil, and let to stain overnight. After
staining, the gel was removed from the instant blue stain and rinsed with MilliQ water before
imaging the gel next to a ruler with a mobile device for the purpose of determining where the
protein bands are placed in reference to the aptamer fluorescence.
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Results & Discussion
GST-MCP Expression, Purification, and SDS-PAGE Analysis
Figure 2.1
Bradford protein assay demonstrating purification process using B-PER lysis buffer

Well A1 contained only Coomassie reagent as the negative control; A2 contained 1X PBS wash
buffer; C8 contained reduced glutathione elution buffer; wells A3 – C6 contained the wash steps;
wells D1 – G1 contained the elution fractions.
Based on the results of the Bradford quick-test on fractions from the BPER lysis method,
the Coomassie reagent (Fig. 2.1 A1), 1X PBS wash buffer (Fig. 2.1 A2), and elution buffer (Fig.
2.1 C8) did not show a color change, hence, the reagents used during the purification were not
contaminated with protein (Fig. 2.1). The wash fractions that were collected and assayed are
depicted in wells A3 – C6 of Fig. 2.1, and showed a distinct blue color indicating that protein
impurities were successfully washed off the column resin. When observing the elution fractions
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collected from the column resin, as shown on wells D1 – G1 of Fig. 2.1, it appears that the MCP
protein was not as concentrated as the wash fractions, indicating that the purified MCP may be
present but at very low concentrations, or not present at all. Further analysis by SDS-PAGE will
determine if the purified MCP was in fact purified. Furthermore, based on the Bradford assay
results, implementation of B-PER lysis buffer to lyse the expressed E. coli bacterial cells proved
to not be as affective for MCP purification.
Figure 2.2
Bradford quick-test demonstrating purification process using sonication.

Well A1 contained Coomassie reagent only as the negative control; A2 contained 1X PBS was
buffer; A3 contained reduced glutathione elution buffer; wells A4 – B3 contained collected wash
fractions; wells C1 – G8 contained collected elution fractions.
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Based on the results of the Bradford quick-test on fractions from the sonication lysis
method, the Coomassie reagent (Fig. 2.2 A1), 1X PBS wash buffer (Fig. 2.2 A2), and elution
buffer (Fig. 2.2 A3) did not show a color change, hence, the reagents used during the purification
were not contaminated with protein. The wash fractions that were collected and assayed are
depicted on wells A4 – B3 of Fig. 2.2, and showed a distinct blue color indicating that protein
impurities were successfully washed off the column resin. A total of ~30 (1 mL) wash fractions
were collected overall, and every fifth fraction was loaded onto the Bradford assay. On wells C1
– G8 of Fig. 2.2, elution fractions were loaded and clearly depict the presence of protein. The
intense blue color of the elution fractions demonstrates that the concentration of the protein may
potentially be high. Approximately 40 elution fractions were collected containing 500 µL of
purified MCP each.
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Figure 2.3
SDS-PAGE depicting GST-MCP purification with B-PER lysis buffer.

Lanes 1 and 12 contain the EZ-Run Pre-stained Rec Protein Ladder; lanes 2 – 10 contain the
collected elution fractions of purified MCP (20 µL loaded); lane 11 contains the MCP positive
control (2 µL loaded). Top red arrow indicates the purified MCP and the bottom blue arrow
indicates the cleaved GST tag.
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Table 2.1
SDS-PAGE gel for GST-MCP purification with B-PER lysis buffer.

After spin concentrating the elution fractions containing GST-MCP at the end of the
purification process, protein samples were analyzed on an SDS-PAGE gel. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates
purified GST-MCP that originated from a culture lysed via B-PER lysis reagent. Lanes 1 and 12,
on Fig. 2.3, were loaded with EZ-Run Prestained Rec Protein Ladder (Fisher Scientific, catalog #
BP3603500) to use as a reference when determining the overall size of the protein samples in
kDa. Lane 11 was loaded with a positive control, which was a GST-MCP sample previously
purified by Allyssa Angel, of approximately ~77 kDa in full length (GST tag and MCP), ~65
kDa for MCP alone, and ~27 kDa of a cleaved GST tag. On lanes 2 – 10 GST-MCP fractions
were loaded, and based on Fig. 2.3, there appears to be very faint bands of approximately ~70 –
77 kDa. However, it is clear that the relative MCP concentration is low, as indicated by the red
arrow. The blue arrow on Fig. 2.3 indicates faint bands of approximately ~27 kDa showing the
cleaved GST tags from the elution fractions. The visual results of the SDS-PAGE gel indicate
that due to the overall low concentration of purified MCP, lysing the expressed cells with B-PER
lysis reagent is not an efficient method. I hypothesize that MCP may not be soluble in B-PER
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lysis reagent, and perhaps the majority of the protein remained in the pellet after centrifuging,
thus never making it to the actual purification. Consequently, if a very low amount of soluble
protein was used for the purification process, the final purified MCP would therefore appear in
very low concentration.
Figure 2.4
SDS-PAGE depicting GST-MCP purification with sonication.

Expression conditions: 1mM IPTG @ 20degC induction overnight. The top blue arrow, shown at
~77 kDa, indicates the fused MCP with some leftover GST tag still intact. The red arrow, shown
at ~60 kDa, shows the purified MCP without any tags. The bottom blue arrow, shown at ~27
kDa, shows the cleaved GST tag.
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Table 2.2
SDS-PAGE gel for GST-MCP purification with sonication.

After spin concentrating the elution fractions containing GST-MCP at the end of the
purification process, protein samples were analyzed on an SDS-PAGE gel. Fig. 2.4 demonstrates
purified GST-MCP that underwent lysing via sonication. Lanes 1 and 15, on Fig. 2.4, were
loaded with EZ-Run Prestained Rec Protein Ladder, while lane 11 was loaded with a positive
control GST-MCP sample previously purified by Allyssa Angel. Lanes 2 and 3 were loaded with
cell lysate sample, while lanes 4, 5, 6, and 7 all contained the wash steps with 1X PBS buffer
during purification. Lanes 8 – 13, on Fig. 2.4, all contained varying concentrations of MCP
according to Table 2.1 to determine at which concentration the protein samples would need to be
prepared to demonstrate the cleanest, and most concentrated band without a muddled appearance
on the gel. Based on the results on Fig. 2.4, the cell lysing method via sonication yielded the
most concentrated amount of MCP. When comparing the SDS-PAGE gels, depicted on Fig. 2.3
and Fig. 2.4, there is a considerable difference in overall protein yield; Fig. 2.3 demonstrates a
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very low MCP concentration as shown by the faintness of the bands on the gel, however, Fig. 2.4
depicts bands that are better visualized, demonstrating that the overall MCP concentration is
much higher. Additionally, on Fig. 2.4 there were varying concentrations of MCP that were
prepared for SDS-PAGE gel. It appears that lane 8 on the gel in Fig. 2.4 shows the most
concentrated band in relation to lanes 9 – 13. The sample preparation for MCP contained 5µl
MCP, 15µl sample buffer, and 1µl DTT, and 5µl of the MCP sample was loaded into lane 8 (Fig.
2.4), thus, leading to an overall cleaner band. Based on the band size for the protein samples
(lanes 8 – 13) in Fig. 2.4, the top band (indicated by the top blue arrow) was ~77 kDa in full
length, containing GST tag and MCP. The second band (indicated by the red arrow) was ~65
kDa in size, and it contained MCP alone. Finally, the bottom band (indicated by the bottom blue
arrow) had a ~27 kDa sized faint band, which was a cleaved GST tag.

Table 2.3
Protein yields after concentration and buffer exchange

Molar Ext coeff = 103140; 1 mg/ml = 1.34 A280; 1 A280 = 0.75 mg/ml
Table 2.3 describes a representative table of protein yields for multiple successful
purifications of GST-MCP using the sonication lysing method.
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Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA)
Figure 2.5
(A) EMSA Gel Analysis of a GST-MCP-aptamer binding assay. (B) Gel depicting presence of
MCP.

MCP EMSA assays were performed by Corbin Hudson. In lane 1 the Hi-Lo DNA Ladder was
loaded; lane 3 contains the Thrombin aptamer; lane 4 contains the thrombin aptamer + thrombin
protein; lane 5 contains Rv aptamer 18 without MCP; lane 6 contains Rv-aptamer 18 with MCP;
lane 7 contains negative control aptamer 19 without MCP; lane 8 contains aptamer 19 with
MCP; lane 9 contains negative control aptamer 20 without MCP; lane 10 contains aptamer 20
with MCP.
The DNA aptamers shown in Fig. 2.5 were previously identified by Allyssa Angel to
contain significant motifs, and were used in the EMSA assay to test for binding to MCP (See
Table 2.3 for full list of DNA aptamers screened by EMSA). Thrombin is a multifunctional
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serine protease that has procoagulant and anticoagulant functions, and human-thrombin protein
has been shown to have several functional regions (Tasset et al., 1997). Consequently, aptamerbased assays using SELEX and EMSA have been extensively investigated for thrombin detection
for possible diagnostic tools in clinical applications regarding monitoring the thrombin level in
blood or plasma (Sosic et al., 2011). It is for this reason thrombin and human-thrombin protein
have been selected for use as a positive control in our analysis. Fig. 2.5 A, demonstrates an
EMSA gel analyzing aptamers 18, 19, and 20 with and without MCP in lanes 5 – 10, as well as
the thrombin aptamer/protein positive control in lanes 3 and 4. Based on Fig. 2.5 A, it is shown
that there is a clear mobility shift in the thrombin aptamer/protein complex positive control. The
DNA aptamers with and without MCP, however, showed no visible shift, indicating that no
binding occurred between aptamer and MCP for aptamers 18, 19, and 20. Although aptamer 18
has been previously identified as a significant motif, there was no clear binding activity.
Moreover, aptamer 18 is known to be a putative Rv-binding aptamer, while aptamers 19 and 20
are negative controls, hence, it was expected to not see a mobility shift for aptamers 19 and 20.
In Fig. 2.5 B, the gel was stained with Coomassie instant blue to determine the presence of MCP,
and to rule out any false negative results from the EMSA gel due to the potential absence of
MCP. A ruler was used in both Fig. 2.5 A and B in relation to the gels, and was strategically
placed in the same position for both gel images to determine where the MCP traveled after
electrophoresis. According to Fig. 2.5 B, lanes 6, 8, and 10 that contain MCP + aptamer, the
bands appeared to have traveled a distance of approximately 1.3 centimeters, however, on Fig.
2.5 A, in those same lanes the bands were shown in the 2.5 – 2.7 centimeter region. This
indicates that the aptamers, because they are relatively small in size (~30 bp), traveled a greater
distance across the gel, however, the MCP being large in size (50 kDa) remained in the upper
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portion of the gel due to traveling at a slower rate. Additionally, if binding of the aptamer to
MCP had occurred, it is expected to visualize a band higher on the gel than an unbound aptamer.
Since the MCP/aptamer complex is typically larger than the aptamer lane, it is therefore likely to
run much higher in the gel.
Table 2.4
DNA aptamers screened on EMSA to determine binding to MCP.

The first column of Table 2.4 represents the aptamer libraries, while the second column shows
the oligo numbers that represent the DNA aptamer sequences on the third column. The
highlighted sequences represent the DNA aptamers that were screened by EMSA (Fig. 2.5).
Depicted in Table 2.3 are the DNA aptamers that were screened by EMSA. These
aptamers were previously found by Angel to represent statistically significant motifs according
to the MEME Suite analysis. The highlighted DNA sequences on Table 2.3 were screened on the
EMSA gel depicted on Figure 2.5. Aptamer sequence 18 was from the NGS S12 library, while
sequences 19 and 20 were negative sequences from a random sequence generator. Other
sequences on Table 2.3 have already been screened on EMSA gels and did not demonstrate any
binding to MCP either.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the expression and purification of Ranavirus (FV3) MCP in E. coli was
successfully carried out. When comparing the two cell lysing methods, i.e. using B-PER lysing
reagent or sonication, the better method at producing the highest MCP concentration yield was
found to be sonication. I hypothesize that the B-PER lysing buffer was not sufficient in
producing a soluble protein, due to GST-MCP potentially not being soluble in the reagent. This
resulted in a very low concentration of purified MCP as depicted in the Bradford test with no
clear, bright blue color change, and the very faint bands on the SDS-PAGE gel analysis. On the
contrary, the sonication cell lysing method was shown to produce a more concentrated purified
protein, indicated by the Bradford test depicting a bright blue color change, and prominent bands
on the SDS-PAGE gel analysis. The EMSA gel protocol was successfully executed to determine
binding of human thrombin protein and human thrombin aptamer. Human thrombin can,
therefore, be used as a positive control for future EMSA analyses. The previously generated
significant motif aptamer 18 identified by Allyssa Angel that was selected for EMSA analysis
did not show a clear indication of binding, due to the lack of a mobility shift as clearly
demonstrated by the thrombin positive control. Future EMSA gel analyses will need to be
implemented to determine binding of possibly significant DNA aptamers determined in the
bioinformatic studies demonstrated in this current research. The DNA aptamers with the most
reliable predicted secondary structures according to this research were: 3-3-6.68s11k1, D3, E1,
3-3-8.48s10rr, E13, I4, H19, and E5, thus, they would make good candidates for future EMSA
analysis. Furthermore, future SELEX methods will need to be implemented to generate a more
enriched aptamer library with repeats exceeding 4X. Angel’s previous Next Generation
Sequencing SELEX cycles producing 3X and 4X repeated sequences in the selection libraries
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S10, S11, and S12, unfortunately only generated slightly under 100 DNA aptamers per library to
analyze, therefore, more enriched libraries might need to be generated. Additionally, further
bioinformatic software tools should also be applied to investigate the exact location of MCP
secondary structure in which a DNA aptamer may potentially bind to, essentially quantitatively
determining the sensitivity of binding affinities. Determining the relative, or exact location where
binding may occur on the MCP of FV-3 may present a better representation of where a DNA
aptamer may bind, thus, generating more specific aptamers. I predict that the reason for not being
able to identify an aptamer that binds to MCP is due to the SELEX methods that were originally
implemented to create the first DNA aptamer libraries.
The overall results that were achieved in this research will bring us one step closer to the
development of a rapid test for the detection of Ranavirus. A rapid test will allow for faster, and
more efficient detection of this deadly disease in real-time while sampling organisms and/or
water samples in the field. The convenient use of a rapid test in real time will also allow
scientists that study Ranavirus prevalence in a population to execute a faster course of action to
prevent further spread of the pathogen to other populations.
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Supplementary Figure 1
Percent identity of FV3 to WIV
Length: 497
# Identity:
216/497 (43.5%)
# Similarity:
296/497 (59.6%)
# Gaps:
47/497 ( 9.5%)
# Score: 1008.0
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV
FV3
WIV

1 MSSVTGSGITSGFIDLATYDNLERAMYGGSDATTYFVKEHYPVGWFTKLP
.|::.|.|||||||:||:|.:|:.||||..||.|||:|.....|||::|
1 -MSMSSSNITSGFIDIATFDEIEKYMYGGPTATAYFVREIRKSTWFTQVP

50
49

51 SLAAKMSGNPAFGQQFSVGVPRSGDYILNAWLVLKTPEV---ELLAANQL
...::.:||.||||::||.:.|:|||:|..||.:..|:|
.||||
50 VPLSRNTGNAAFGQEWSVSISRAGDYLLQTWLRVNIPQVTLNPLLAA---

97
96

98 GDNGTIRWTKNPMHNIVESVTLSFNDISAQSFNTAYLDAWSEYTMPEAKR
..::|||:|.|||::...|::|||:.|..|:..:||.||.:|:|.:||
97 --TFSLRWTRNLMHNLIREATITFNDLVAARFDNYHLDFWSAFTVPASKR

147

148 TGYYNMIGNTSDLINPAPATGQDGARVLPAKNLVLPLPFFFSRDSGLALP
|||.|||||.|.||||....|..|: ....||.||||||||||:|:|||
145 TGYDNMIGNVSSLINPVAPGGNLGS--TGGTNLNLPLPFFFSRDTGVALP

197

144

192

198 VVSLPYNEIRITVKLRAIHDLLILQHNTTGAIS----PIVASDLAGGLPD
..:|||||::|....|...:||:||::...|.:
|||........|.
193 TAALPYNEMQINFNFRDWTELLVLQNSALVAPASPYVPIVVPTHLTVAPV

243

244 TVEANVYMTVALITGDERQAMSSTVRDMVVEQVQAAPVHMVNP-RNAT-T
.....|:...|:::.:||:.|...:||:::||||.||.....| .||: |
243 LGPVQVWANYAIVSNEERRRMGCAIRDILIEQVQTAPRQNYTPLTNASPT

291

292 FHTDMRFSHAVKALMFMVQNVTHPSVGSNYTCVTPVVGVGNTV-LEPALA
| |:|||||:|||.|.|:|.|..|..|||...:||| .|.|| .||..:
293 F--DIRFSHAIKALFFSVRNKTSASEWSNYATSSPVV-TGATVNFEPTGS

340

341 VDPVKSASLVYENTTRLPDMGVEYYSLVEPWYYATSIPVSTGHHLYSYAL
.||:.:.:|:||||.||..||.:|:||:.|:|:|.:||...|:|||||:|
340 FDPIANTTLIYENTNRLGAMGSDYFSLINPFYHAPTIPSFIGYHLYSYSL

390

391 SLQDPHPSGSTNYGRLTNASLNVTLSAEATTAAAGGGG-NNSGYTTAQKY
...|..|.||||||:|||.|:....|..|..||:|.|| ..|.| .|.|
390 HFYDLDPMGSTNYGKLTNVSVVPQASPAAVNAASGAGGFPGSDY--PQSY

439

440 ALIVLAINHNIIRIMNGSMGFPIL----------------------..:::|:|:||:||..|......|
438 EFVIVAVNNNIVRISGGETPQNYLSGSFVTLLNRRKWSREGPMIMVQ

242

292

339

389

437
463
484
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Percent identity of FV3 to GIV
Length: 463
# Identity:
337/463 (72.8%)
# Similarity:
397/463 (85.7%)
# Gaps:
0/463 ( 0.0%)
# Score: 1850.0
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV
FV3
GIV

1 MSSVTGSGITSGFIDLATYDNLERAMYGGSDATTYFVKEHYPVGWFTKLP
|:..||:|:|||||||||||||:||:|||.||||||:|||||||||||||
1 MTCTTGAGVTSGFIDLATYDNLDRALYGGKDATTYFIKEHYPVGWFTKLP

50

51 SLAAKMSGNPAFGQQFSVGVPRSGDYILNAWLVLKTPEVELLAANQLGDN
::|.::||||||||:|||||||||||:|||||.|||||::||..|:||.|
51 TMATRVSGNPAFGQEFSVGVPRSGDYVLNAWLTLKTPEIKLLDTNRLGAN

100

101 GTIRWTKNPMHNIVESVTLSFNDISAQSFNTAYLDAWSEYTMPEAKRTGY
||:|||||.|||.||..:|:||||.||.|||||||||:::.|.|.||.||
101 GTVRWTKNLMHNAVEHASLTFNDICAQQFNTAYLDAWTQFNMCEGKRIGY

150

151 YNMIGNTSDLINPAPATGQDGARVLPAKNLVLPLPFFFSRDSGLALPVVS
.||||||||:.||.||.||||||.||:||||||||||||||.|||||.|.
151 DNMIGNTSDMTNPTPAQGQDGARTLPSKNLVLPLPFFFSRDCGLALPTVV

200

201 LPYNEIRITVKLRAIHDLLILQHNTTGAISPIVASDLAGGLPDTVEANVY
||||||||.:|||::.:||:.|:..||.:.||.|:|:||||.|||||.||
201 LPYNEIRINIKLRSLQELLVFQNKDTGNVIPISATDIAGGLADTVEAYVY

250

251 MTVALITGDERQAMSSTVRDMVVEQVQAAPVHMVNPRNATTFHTDMRFSH
|||.|::..||.||:.|||||||||:||||.|:|||:|....|.||||||
251 MTVGLVSNVERCAMAGTVRDMVVEQMQAAPTHIVNPQNTNNVHVDMRFSH

300

301 AVKALMFMVQNVTHPSVGSNYTCVTPVVGVGNTVLEPALAVDPVKSASLV
|||||.|||||||:.||||||||||||.|.||||:|||::|||:|||||.
301 AVKALFFMVQNVTYKSVGSNYTCVTPVNGPGNTVMEPAMSVDPIKSASLT

350

351 YENTTRLPDMGVEYYSLVEPWYYATSIPVSTGHHLYSYALSLQDPHPSGS
|||||||.:|||||||||:|||::.||||.||:|:|||||::...|||||
351 YENTTRLANMGVEYYSLVQPWYFSASIPVYTGYHMYSYALNVGSVHPSGS

400

401 TNYGRLTNASLNVTLSAEATTAAAGGGGNNSGYTTAQKYALIVLAINHNI
||||||||||:.||:|.|:..||||||.|||||...|::||:|:|:|||:
401 TNYGRLTNASITVTMSPESVVAAAGGGNNNSGYNEPQRFALVVIAVNHNV
451 IRIMNGSMGFPIL
|||||||||||||
451 IRIMNGSMGFPIL

463
463

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400
450
450
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Supplementary Figure 3
Percent identity of FV3 to SHIV
Length: 496
# Identity:
# Similarity:
# Gaps:
# Score: 857.0
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV
FV3
SHIV

181/496 (36.5%)
280/496 (56.5%)
52/496 (10.5%)
1 -----------------MSSVTGSGITSGFIDLATYDNLERAMYGGSDAT
|:::.|:
..|:|....:||..||.::|.
1 MLRFIYEKKILLIKNCKMANIAGA-----LQDMANLGAVERYQYGTTNAV

33
45

34 TYFVKEHYPVGWFTKLPSLAAKMSGNPAFGQQFSVGVPRSGDYILNAWLV
|||::|......|::||...:..:|||.|.:::||...::.||:::.|:.
46 TYFIRETRKSTLFSQLPIQLSSKNGNPDFDREWSVEPSKAFDYLIHMWIR

83
95

84 LKTPEVELLAANQLGDNGTIRWTKNPMHNIVESVTLSFNDISAQSFNTAY
:..|||:|||.|...::|.||||:|.|||:::.|:.:.||:..:.|:..:
96 VTVPEVKLLAGNVYKEHGRIRWTRNFMHNLIKKVSFNVNDLEIEKFDNYF

133
145

134 LDAWSEYTMPEAKRTGYYNMIGNTSDLINPAPATGQDGARVLPAKNLVLP
||.|:::|:..:|:.||.|||||..||:.|....|:
:.:|:|.||
146 LDFWNQFTLSSSKKDGYNNMIGNDDDLLIPKSKDGK-----IESKSLTLP

183
190

184 LPFFFSRDSGLALPVVSLPYNEIRITVKLRAIHDLLILQ-----HNTTGA
:||||||||||||||..:.:|::||..:.|...:||||:
|| |.
191 IPFFFSRDSGLALPVGGVKWNKLRIDFEFRNWTELLILENVGAAHN--GE

228
238

229 ISPI----VASDLAGGLPDTVEANVYMTVALITGDERQAMSSTVRDMVVE
.:|.
|.||:|.. |.......::...||...||..|....|||::|
239 KNPCKVPQVGSDIAVA-PSLSNVQCWVNGGLIPEAERARMGCVHRDMLIE

274
287

275 QVQAA------PVHMVNPRNATTFHTDMRFSHAVKALMFMVQNVTHPSVG
.:|.:
||...||
..|:||...||||.|.|:|.|:|:|.
288 SIQTSSKLNFNPVLNPNP------SYDIRFQRTVKALFFGVRNTTNPNVW

318
331

319 SNYTCVTPVVGVGNTVLEP-ALAVDPVKSASLVYENTTRLPDMGVEYYSL
||||..:||........:| ..|.||:.:|::.||::.|:|.|..:|:||
332 SNYTTASPVPDADKIDFDPDQSAFDPIGTANIRYESSDRIPVMTADYFSL

367

368 VEPWYYATSIPVSTGHHLYSYALSLQDPHPSGSTNYGRLTNASLNVTLSA
:||:|.|.:||..||:|::||||.:.:..||||.||..|.|.|:.:..|.
382 IEPYYKAPAIPELTGYHMFSYALKMNNVDPSGSANYSILNNVSIQLQCSE

417

418 EATTAAAGGGGNNSGYTTAQKYALIVLAINHNIIRIMNGSMGFPIL
.|..||.|.|...:|...||.:..:|:||:.|::.:.||.:|.|.:
432 AAIKAAKGEGEAKTGTDYAQSFQFLVIAISQNVLTLKNGMLGLPFM

381

431
463
477
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Supplementary Figure 4
Percent identity of FV3 to LDV1
Length: 470
# Identity:
241/470 (51.3%)
# Similarity:
324/470 (68.9%)
# Gaps:
18/470 ( 3.8%)
# Score: 1278.5
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1
FV3
LDV1

1 MSSVTGSGITSGFIDLATYDNLERAMYGGSDATTYFVKEHYPVGWFTKLP
|:||.||.:||.||||||||.:|:.:|||..|..|||:|.....||:|||
1 mtsvagssvtsafidlatydtiekhlyggdsavayfvretkkctwfsklp

50

51 SLAAKMSGNPAFGQQFSVGVPRSGDYILNAWLVLKTPEVELLAANQLGDN
.|..:.||:|.|.|:|||.|.|.|||:||:|:.::.|.::|.|.|::.:|
51 vlltrcsgspnfdqefsvnvsrggdyvlnswmtvripaiklkadnrmnnn

100

101 GTIRWTKNPMHNIVESVTLSFNDISAQSFNTAYLDAWSEYTMPEAKRTGY
|||||.||..||:::..::.|||:.||.|.:.:||.|:.::|..:||.||
101 gtirwcknlfhnlikqtsvqfndlvaqkfesyfldywaafsmcgskragy

150

151 YNMIGNTSDLINPAPATGQDGARVLPAKNLVLPLPFFFSRDSGLALPVVS
.||||||.|:|.|...||
:||.|.||||||:|||||||:|||..:
151 nnmigntidmiqpvdhtg-----mlpekvlvlplpyffsrdsgvalpsaa

200

201 LPYNEIRITVKLRAIHDLLILQHNTTGAISPIVASDLAGGLPDTVEANVY
|||||||:|..||...:|||.||.....|.||.|:||..|.||..:..|:
196 lpyneirltfhlrdytellifqhkqdctiipitaadleygkpdlkdvqvw

50

100

150

195
250
245

251 MTVALITGDERQAMSSTVRDMVVEQVQAAPVHMVNPRNATTFHTDMRFSH
:|.|::|.:||:.|.:|.||::|||||.||.|:..|....:.:.|:||||
246 itnavvtneerrlmgttprdilveqvqtapkhvfqpltipspnfdirfsh

300

301 AVKALMFMVQNVTHPSVGSNYTCVTPVVGVGNTVLEPA-------LAVDP
|:|.|.|.|:|.||.:|.||||..:||
:||.|
:|.||
296 aikllffgvrntthaavqsnyttaspv------ileeayasdlslvaadp

343

344 VKSASLVYENTTRLPDMGVEYYSLVEPWYYATSIPVSTGHHLYSYALSLQ
:.:.:|||||:.||.:||.||||||:|:|:..|||:.||:|:|.|:|::.
340 ianvtlvyensarlnemgseyyslvqpyyfggsipietgyhmycyslnmm

393

394 DPHPSGSTNYGRLTNASLNVTLSAEATTAAAGGGGNNSGYTTAQKYALIV
|..|.||||||||:|.|:.:..|.:|...|.|||||.|||..|||:..:.
390 dmdpmgstnygrlsnvsmklktsdkavvnagggggnmsgykdaqkfeflt

443

444 LAINHNIIRIMNGSMGFPIL
:|||||:|||.|||||||:|
440 mainhnvirikngsmgfpvl

463
459

295

339

389

439
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